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A class of generalized Wiener functionals, related to those of Hida and 
Watanabe, is introduced and the Malliavin calculs associated with these functionals 
is developed. These notions are applied to the derivation of a solution to the 
stochastic partial differential equation d Y/at = L Y + Y. q + $, where L is a second 
order partial differential operator in the n space variables, rf denotes a white noise 
in the (n+ 1) space-time variables, Y .n denotes a Skorohod type stochastic 
integral, and rj is a non-random function of the (n + 1) independent variables. 
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I. 1NTRoDucT10~ 
Consider the parameter space H = R” x R + and let W(B) be the Wiener 
random measure on Bore1 subsets B of H; namely, for every sequence 
of Bore1 subsets of H, W(B,), W( B2), . . . . W(B,) are Gaussian random 
variables, EW( Bi) = 0, EW( Bi) W( B,) = 1 B, n Bjj, and 1 BI denotes the 
Lebesgue measure of B. We will use z = (x1, x2, . . . . x,, t) or z = (x, t) to 
denote points of H. 
Let L*(Q) denote the class of square integrable functionals of the Wiener 
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random measure. As is well known, every random variable FcL*(Q) is 
representable as the L* sum 
where the I;, are orthogonal random variables admitting the representation 
F,, = jHnf&, , ~2, . . . . z,)W(dz,)... W(dz,) (2) 
and the functions f,Jzi, . . . . z,) denote symmetric non-random L2 
(Lebesgue) square integrable kernels on H”. An extension of the Wiener 
chaos representation (1) and (2) to non-L* random variables was 
introduced by Hida; it leads directly to generalized Wiener functionals 
which are not necessarily random variables. Such generalizations appear 
when one considers extension to (1) in which the L* summation in (1) is 
replaced by a weaker notion of summation. It also appears when the 
kernels f, are extended to include non-L* kernels. It seems impossible, at 
present, to extend (1) and (2) directly by sample function analysis to the 
non-L* case and these extensions were introduced by abstract, duality type 
arguments leading to the notion of generalized functionals. The notion of 
generalized Wiener functionals was introduced and treated by Hida, cf., 
e.g., [3-51, and the exposition of Kuo [7]. Motivated by the approach of 
Hida, S. Watanabe introduced another class of generalized functionals in 
connection with the Malliavin calculus [12]. Our interest in this topic was 
motivated by an attempt to solve the partial stochastic differential equation 
where q denotes white noise, Y. q denotes stochastic integration in some 
sense (to be clarified later), and $(x, t) is assumed to be a non-random 
function. The attempt to solve this equation through the Green function for 
the heat kernel led to formal solutions which for d 2 2 were outside the 
domain of the Watanabe class of functionals. Attempts to prove con- 
vergence of the solution in the sense of Hida functionals led to similar dif- 
ficulties. In this paper we introduce a class of generalized functionals which 
are related to those of Hida and Watanabe and like the functionals of 
Watanabe admit the Skorohod integral. 
The generalized functionals are introduced in the next section. In 
Section III we introduce the D and 6 operators, discuss the relation 
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between the 6 operator and multiparameter stochastic integration, and 
derive the integration by parts formula for the functionals of Section II. 
The application of the generalized Wiener functionals to the derivation of a 
solution to the stochastic partial differential equation (3) satisfying certain 
boundary conditions is discussed in Section IV. The characteristic 
functional associated with generalized functionals and characterizing them 
[3-5, 73 is introduced in Section V. A relation is derived between the 
characteristic functional of a generalized functional U= parametrized by 
z E H, E H and the characteristic functional of 6~ (which is the Skorohod 
type stochastic integral introduced in Section III). An alternative derivation 
of the solution to (3) via the characteristic functional is outlined in 
Section V. 
What we mean by “a solution to the equation (a/at + L) Y = Y. q + I+? is 
defined in Section IV. However, the reader should be cautioned that from 
the point of view of possible applications, the word “solution” should be 
understood in a liberal sense. First, our solution is in the sense of a 
Skorohod type integration for the term Y. q in (3). Equations of the type 
(3) appear in Mathematical Physics and in this context are most probably 
related to Stratonovich or Ogawa type integrals [S-lo]. Another difficulty 
is associated with the fact that Eq. (3) does not admit a solution Y(x, t) 
which is a collection of random variables parametrized by the space, time, 
and chance parameters (x, t, w) and not even by smooth test funtions of 
space and time. It is a generalized random variable parametrized by the 
spece-time variables in the following sense. Let Y = {G,, a E Z} be a linear 
collection of square integrable random variables which forms a Banach 
space Bc L’, ‘9 is in L* and for any G in Y the B norm of G is larger or 
equal to the L2 norm of G. Consider a sequence Z, of random variables in 
L* such that for any GE%, E(Z, . G) converges to some limit, say Z(G) as 
n + co. Assume that Z(G) is continuous in the sense that whenever G, + 0 
in the Banach norm, then Z(G,) -+ 0. Note that the sequence {Z,, Z,, . ..} 
need not converge in probability. The equivalence class of sequences 
z= {Z,, z,, . ..} . is said to be a generalized functional. Otherwise states, 
while a random variable Q(w) is indexed by the points w of Q, the 
generalized functional is a function parametrized by the random variables 
G E Y via Z(G) = lim E(Z, . G), n + co. 
II. A CLASS OF GENERALIZED FUNCTIONALS 
Let H, denote the subspace of H defined by A x [0, T], where A is a 
bounded open domain in R”. Let Lz denote the class of square integrable 
functionals defined by (1) and (2). Consider now the following subset of L*. 
This subset will be denoted by Lt4), q > 2 (not to be confused with the sub- 
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set of L2 for which E lFlY < cc which will be denoted Lq) and defined by 
the class of functionals F given by (1) and (2) for which the kernels f, 
satisfy 
where p denotes the Lebesgue measure in R”+’ and 
Il.Lll, = ( JHF If&, > z2, ...? z,)14’ dz,, .*., dzmy. 
This class of functionals is dense in L2 since (,u(H~))~(’ -2’q) Ilfmll~ > llf,,l/z 
for q > 2. Moreover it is a Banach space in the norm 
II%,, = f WPWOW’+~‘“) Ilfmll; 
( ) 
112 
(5) 
m=O 
and will serve as test functionals for the generalized functionals. Let 
f= {fm(zl, z2, . . . . z,),zi~Ho,m=O, 1,2, . ..} 
be a collection of symmetric kernels, if the f,,, are all square integrable and 
1, m! Ilf,ll: < cc thenfdefines an L2 Wiener functional. In order to define 
generalized functionals we drop the assumption that ilf,l12 -C cc and: 
DEFINITION A. Let p > 1, the sequence of symmetric kernels 
f={fm,m=O,l,... } will be defined to be a generalized functional belong- 
ing to the class Lcp) if 
Note that for p > 2 the class of generalized functionals is a subset of the 
class L2 of square integrable functionals. For every p > 1, the class of 
generalized functionals is a Banach space in the norm given by (5) with q 
replaced by p. Another way of looking at the definition given above is to 
note that while for 1 <p < 2, f may not induce a random variable, we can 
always find a sequence of L* random variables F,, F2, . . . such that for all 
g E L(4), l/p + l/q = 1, the random variable G induced by g, via (2) satisfies 
lim E(F,. G) = CL g>, n-cc 
where 
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Note that by the Holder inequality for p-’ + q-’ = 1 the integral exists and 
ICC g)l G f m! llfmll; II&& 
??I=0 
= m!. cm MffOHm’*~ IILII, . PL(~o)r”‘p) 
. (a M~oW2 . II&nIl,+wo))-“‘Y) 
G llfll (p) . II &l(y) (7) 
Consequently Lo’) and Lcy) are dual for pP1+qP’= 1 and f is a 
generalized functional in the sense that though it is possible that no r.v. F 
corresponding to f exists but “E(FG)” is still defined for all G for which 
g E ~5~~). Following Watanabe, we also define 
DEFINITION B. Let Dip), s E R, p > 1, denote the set of generalized 
functionals for which f= {fo,f,, f2, . ..} satisfies 
This is a Banach space under the norm 
Ilf II (p),s = *to (1 + my. m!(p(H,))“(’ -2’P). llf,ll;)“‘. (8) 
These norms are ordered in both p and s as follows, for E 2 0, 6 B 0: 
II.ll(p),s~ II-II(p+E).S+o (9) 
and 
II . II (p),O = II . II (p)i qP’= L(P). 
The spaces Dj2) correspond to the spaces ID,., introduced by Watanabe 
(however, the spaces ID,,, of [ 121 do not correspond to Dj4) of this paper). 
Note that now we have duality between UISy) and E!JVJ for p-’ + q-l = 1. 
Remark. We may set as in [12], ilIz)= nseR Djy) and ID?)00 = 
UssR Dp) then DE) is a complete countably normed space and I[D(pi is its 
dual. 
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III. INTEGRATION BY PARTS 
Let f= {fo,f~, . ..> be a generalized functional f~ ID:“) for some p > 1, 
s E R. Define 
w= {4dz), d,(z,, z), az,, z2, z)-.. } 
= d(z) (10) 
to be the collection of kernels parameterized by z E H, and defined by 
ddz I, --*, zk. z)=(k+ l)fk+,tz,, z2, -dk,z). (11) 
This definition is, indeed, motivated by the differentiation operator of the 
Malliavin calculus. For a sequence of measurable kernels d(z) = 
{d/b,, . ..> zk, z), k = 1, 2,...} parametrized by z E Ho and symmetric in the 
z, , . . . . zk variables define 
lM.)ll (P).&Hll= ., m!( 1 + rr~)~(p(H,))(~+‘)(’ -2’p). ,,dm,,;)1’2, (12) 
where lld,ll p means the p-norm in all the (m + 1) variables. Denote by 
rrSp,& the collection of all z-parametrized functionals which are bounded in 
the I144~pj,s,~o norm. Generalized functionals parametrized by z are 
generalized processes but we will still refer to them as (z-parametrized) 
generalized functionals. 
From the definition of lld( .)[I cpj,s,H,,, (8), and (12), it follows directly that 
the operator D defined above maps Dzp) to D~fl,,,, 
Dl”’ 3 D$p), &’ p>l, SE!&! 
continuously. 
Turning to the 6 operator, let d(z)E D;,, define 
dd=q= {qo, 41, . ..I. 
where qm = qm(zI, . . . . z,) with qm=d,,-,(z,,z2 ,..., z,,-~,z) for m>l, 
q. = 0 and 2 denotes the symmetrization with respect to ail the variables. 
The 6 operation defined above is motivated by the 6 operation associated 
with the Malliavin calculus and is a generalization of the Skorohod integral 
(cf., e.g., [9, 10, 123). Again we have that the 6 operation maps 
rrasp& 3 q”‘, (13) 
continuously. 
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Remark. Let f~ DAyA,; z=(x,t), Zi=(Xi,fJr XiER”, liE!R,i>O. 
Assume that for all m we havef,(z,, z2, . . . . z) = 0 unless ti < t for all i, such 
generalized functionals will be called weakly adapted. IffE D&fzI, is weakly 
adapted then in addition to (13), SJE Iro\J?J 2,P. This follows by a 
straightforward calculation on the norms. 
Let F0 denote the a-field generated by the white noise up till t = 8, i.e., 
&=c{ W(B), BcH,, Bn {z: t>8} =@}. Let u(z)=u(x, t) beeadapted 
and 
E 
I 
u*(z) dz < 00. 
HO 
Then {u(z), z E H,} is called a weakly adapted integrand and the stochastic 
integral 
I= 
I 4~) Wdz) HO 
is well defined, EZ=O, E12= EsH,, u*(z) dz [ 111. If, moreover, 
{u(z), z E H,} belongs to ID $& (and this is satisfied in our case with p = 2, 
s = 0) then it follows by the same arguments as in example 3.6 of [lo] that 
u(z) W(dz) = 6u 
which indicates the relation between the 6 operation (the Skorohod 
integral) and the multiparameter stochastic integration. 
Turning now to the integration by parts formula, the following 
proposition follows directly from the defintions: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let FED?), q>2, ~20, and UED(P~,H,,> q-‘+p-l 
= 1. then 
E(F&)=J E(DF(z).u(z))p(dz). (14) 
HO 
Note that 6~ need not be a random vamriable and both sides have to be 
interpreted in the sense of duality between a generalized functional u (or 
6~) and the nice test functionals F (or DF). The same equation (14) holds if 
FE ED?? and UE DJ42j0. 
We conclude this section with the following remark which will be needed 
later for the definition of a weak solution of a stochastic partial differential 
equation. Let cp(x, t), (x, t)~ H,,, be bounded and let XE DgJHo, then 
Y= X(x, t)cp(x, t) (which means that if X= {d,(x, t), d,(;, (x, t)), 
580/84/2-3 
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dz(z,,z,(x, ?))a..} then Y= {q(x, t).d,(x, t), ~(x, t).d,(z, (x, t))..-}) also 
satisfies YEID(,P!~,,. Also, if XE D$&),O then ~XED~). For XED(,P)~~ we 
define 
s Xdxdt= d,,(x, t) dxdt, j d,(z, (x, t))dxdt, . . . HO Ho 
which belongs to ID?). 
IV. THE SOLUTION TO (8 Y/i%) = L Y + Y. v] + t+b 
Consider the stochastic partial differential equation 
$LY+ Y.q+$(x, t), (15) 
where L is a uniformly elliptic second order operator 
i i ajjO&+~h,(x)~+c(x) 
i=l j=l 1 J 1 I 
with bounded and continuously twice differentiable coefficients au(x), hi(x), 
c(x) in A, the closure of the domain A and 1;’ C;‘a&x)qiqj > E > 0 for all 
x E A and all (qr, . . . . qd) satisfying C: q: = 1. The domain A is assumed to 
be either all of R” or a connected bounded open set with a smooth, Holder 
continuous boundary (cf. Vol. II, Appendix VI of [2]). The function $(x, t) 
is assumed to be bounded and continuous on H,. 
The formal adjoint to L is the differential operator L*: 
(16) 
By a solution to (15) we mean a YE Dg!Ho for some fixed p, such that for 
any CT function cp(x, t) with support in the interior of H,, 
- JHo Y.(;+L*)cpdxdr=6(0,.Y)+JHoq+dxdf. (17) 
Under the above assumptions on a(x), b(x), c(x), II/ we will construct 
solutions YE ilZD$& to (16) provided that p satisfies 1 <p < d. (d- 1).-l. 
The space Dkop!H,, can be replaced by Dyl, for any s E R without changing 
the restriction onp. 
To include initial conditions we require Y(x, o) = u(x), where u(x) is 
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assumed to be a bounded, continuous non-random function on A, and in 
addition we assume that Y(x, t) = 0 for all x E 8A. Consider now the class 
@ of C” test functions cp on A, x ( -E, T], E > 0, where A, is the 
s-neighborhood of A, assume that cp(x, t) vanishes for x E A’. Setting 
Y(x, t) = 0 for t < E or x E A’, Y is defined to solve Eq. (16) if the following 
holds for all cp E @: 
THEOREM 4.1. Under the assumptions of this section on ai,j(x), b,(x), 
c(x), @, and u, Eq. (16) has a unique solution YE l13(mp!H0 for 1 < p < 
d/(d- 1). 
Proof We start with the proof of existence, the proof of uniqueness will 
be given in (iii). Let Gt(x, y), x, ye A, denote the Green function for the 
operator L then [2] 
Ix-Y12 
G,(x, y) G C(2mpd’* exp -~ 
2Bt 
for some positive constants /? and C for all (x, t), (y, t) E H,. Consider the 
following sequence of kernels: 
YO(X, t) = [ u(i)G,(x, 0 4 + j- j G,-Ax, ONi, s) 4 ds 
A 0 A (20) 
Y,((X,, t,), (x9 ~))=G,-,~(x,x~)Yo(xI, Wp,<,) 
and in general 
Y,((Xl? t,), ...? b,, t,), (x7 t)) 
=symCG,-& x~)G,~-~,,-,(x~~ x,-~) 
. . . G t*-fJX2, X,)YO(Xl~ f*bl(r,<tz< ... <,,<,,I 
=symCy,-,(z,,...,z,).G,~,,(~,~~)1{~,<,)1, (21) 
where sym denotes symmetrization with respect to the m points in 
Ho: z1= (x,, I,), . ..) z, = (x,, t,,,). Note that the generalized functional 
induced by (21) are weakly adapted in the sense defined by the remark 
following Eq. (13). 
Set Y(4 t) = {Y,(x, f), yl(( x,, t,), (x, t)), . ..}. We will show first that (i) 
Y(x, t)~ IDg) for every (x, t) E Ho, 1 <p < d(d- 1)-r, and Y( ., .) E Dg!HO, 
1 <p < d(d- 1). This will be followed by showing (ii) that Y satisfies (18). 
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(i) This part of the proof follows from: 
LEMMA 4.2. (a) For p E (1, 1 + 2/d) we have 
I lY&l, . ..Y zm9 z)l” dz, 
(tauaY7 Ho” . ..dzmG llyollP,~~Kp~m~~~~1-8mar(mct~, (22) 
wherea=l+(d(l-p)/2)andsincep~(1,1+2/d)itfollowsthatO~crcl; 
the constant Kp depends on the constants C and /3 in Eq. (19), and I’( .) is 
the gamma function (r(n)= (n - l)! for integer values of n). (b) For 
pE(l,d/(d-l)),forallsER 
II Y(-? t)ll (p),s < CQ V(x, t) E A 
and 
II Y( .3 . III (p),s,Hg < 00. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. From the definition of y, we have 
(23) 
(24) 
I Iv& 1, z2, **., z,, z)lpdz, -..dz,,, HO” 
~(m!)‘~~~ll~~ll~-~~~,~~~~,,,~,~~,~~~~G~-~.(~.~~)~ 
G~m-,m-~(xm>~m-,)-~ 
Gf,-,, (x2, x,)dx...dx, dt, . ..dt.,, 
~(m!)l-P.lIyOII~.(Kp)m.~ (t - t,)d(‘--p)D . . . {r,<rz< ... <t,<r) 
(tz- tl) 
d(l -p)12 dt, . . . dt 
??I. (25) 
The last inequality follows from (19) and 
Finally, since 
(t2 _ t,)(‘-p)d/2 dt, = f; a= 1 +d(l -p)/2 
I 
0 
t;( t3 - t2)’ - ’ dt2 = t: 
T(a + l)r(a) 
0 r(2a + 1) 
we obtain (22) by repeated integration. 
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Turning to part (b), by (22), setting pP = (~(H0))‘-2’P 
II Y(x, t)ll (p),s L< f m!(l +m)s (p,)“. IIyollZP. (KP)*“‘P .(m!)*“-P)‘P 
I??=0 
(26) 
Since (KP)2m’P(~P)“( 1 + m)s(t”~(a))2m’P(ma)-Z/p are of polynomial growth 
they are o(m!) and the convergence of the series is determined by the 
convergence of 
c wPp-’ . m (lJma))2’p’ a= 1 +d(l -p)/2. 
A Stirling approximation for m! and r(ma) yields the convergence of the 
series for 1 < p < d/(d-- 1). The second inequality (24) follows by similar 
arguments. 
(ii) We turn now to verify that Y as defined by (20), (21) satisfies 
(18). Equation (18) deals with equality of elements of Dg) and we have to 
verify the equality of the corresponding kernels. Note that the projection of 
6((pY) on the zeroth Wiener chaos is zero. Hence we have first to verify 
that 
and this follows by substituting for y. from (19) and noting that 
(a/as - L) G,-,(x, y) yields a Dirac delta function at (y, s), i.e., SJx, t). 
Turning to the higher order kernels n 3 1, note that the terms 
J u(x)cp(x, 0) dx, J cp$ dx dt A HO 
have no projection on the higher order Wiener chaos. Consequently we 
have to verify that 
- YAZ,, ..-> z,, 
=vmCdzm)~m-lh . . . . z,-~, ~31 
=; Ym-*(z,, .*.9 z,~cp(z,) 
[ 
m-1 
+ C Ym-1(ZI,...,Zi-lrZ,,Zi+l...Z,~1,Zi).(P(Zi) . (28) 
i= 1 1 
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Substituting in the left hand side of (28) for y, from (21) and integrating 
by parts yields 
= w G,-t,,,k xm) Y,- I(ZI 9 ...y zm) 
= sym 
(29) 
which is the right hand side of (28) and this completes the proof of 
existence. 
(iii) The proof of Theorem 4.1 will now be concluded with the proof 
of uniqueness. Let Y, and Y, be two solutions, set V = Y, - Yb, then 
-jHo V(;+L*)cpdxdt=s(mJ’) 
for any rp in the class introduced earlier. Let (uO, ur, . . . . v,, . ..} be the 
sequence of kernels associated with the generalized functional V, then it 
follows from (30) that for m 2 1 
- s %(ZI, ...z,, HO 
= vmCh- h . . . . z,b~(z,)1 (31) 
and for m=O 
-jHou(x, t)(;+L*)cp(x, t)dxdt=O. 
It follows from (32) and (31) that it suffices to prove that uO(x, t) = 0 a.e. 
Notice that u0 is a non-random function in Lp(H,,). Let p(x) be a C” 
function with compact support contained in A. Suppose that qpl(x, t) is the 
solution to 
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t E [T- to, YJ for some to < T, with the boundary conditions cpr(x, t) = 0 if 
XE &4 and initial condition (p,(x, 0) = 0. Set (p2(x, t) = q,(x, T-t), 
0 < t < to, and extend (p2(x, t) to t E [to, T] by setting rp,(x, t) = 0. Then cpz 
satisfies 
( > $+L* cpz(x, t) =P(X) 
and (p2(x, t) belongs to the class @ defined earlier; therefore, by (32) 
uo(x, t)p(x) dx dt = 0 
and consequently u,=O since p(x) and to are arbitrary. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, the process 
(W, t), (x, t)E Ax 10, Tl} . IS continuous on Ax [0, T] with respect o the 
topology of D; and satisfies Y(x, 0) = u(x) and Y(x, t) = 0 for any x E aA. 
Proof Fix z = (x, t) in Ax [0, T] and consider a sequence (x,, t,) 
converging to (x, t). By the continuity properties of the Green function 
G,_,(x, y) we know that 
Y&l 3 .‘.Y Z,? (&I, t,)) -+Y,(Zl, ..., z,, (x9 t)) 
as n + co for any m > 0 for almost all z,, . . . . z, in Hr. On the other hand, 
from the majorizations obtained in Lemma 4.2 we deduce that 
sup II w,, t ) II (p) < @ n s 
n 
for any s E R. Therefore 
(33) 
as n + cc for any m > 0. Finally 
II w,, t,) - Y(x, t)ll tp) s 
G *lo m%W0)) 
( > 
l/2 
m(1-2’p)(l +mY. IIy,(., k, t,))-yy,(., (x, t))lli 
+ ( f m!Mffo)) m(‘-2’p)(l+m)S~II~,(~,(x,,t,))-~,(~,(x,t))ll2,)“2 N+l 
=% N , +&N. 
The estimates obtained in Lemma 4.2 imply that sup,, /?“,,, --* 0 as N --) cc 
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and by (33) for any fixed N, OI,,~ + 0 as n + co which completes the proof 
of continuity. The results Y(x, 0) = U(X) and Y(aA, t) = 0 follow directly 
from (20), (21), and the behavior of G on the boundary. 
Remarks. (1) The kernel yO(x, t) is a solution to the deterministic 
equation aY/at - LY = $ and is continuous in (x, t) E H,. For the next 
kernel yl((xl, ti), (x, t)) consider 
ucp> f,=J-J (( Y, ~1, ~11, (xt))cp(x) d  Wdx,, dt,h 
where rp is a test function and JHO ( ) W(d x,, dt,) denotes integration with 
respect to the multiparameter Wiener process as in Walsh [ll]. Then it 
follows from the definition of y,( ., .) and (19) that c(cp, t) exists and is con- 
tinuous in t, consequently the projection of Y(x, t) on the first Wiener 
chaos is a distribution valued process parametrized by t. This is no longer 
true for higher order kernels and consequently the solution Y(x, t) given by 
Theorem 4.1 cannot be interpreted as a distribution valued process 
parametrized by t. 
(2) Instead of the bounded domain A we can consider the case 
A = Rd by the same arguments. In this case we omit the coefficient p(ZfO) in 
the norms and consequently an L (4) functional will not be necessarily in L2 
for q > 2. Except for this point the proof goes over directly. 
V. THE 7 TRANSFORM OF A GENERALIZED FUNCTIONAL 
AND ITS APPLICATIONS 
Let h(z) be a function of L4(H,) for some q> 2, note that 
exp(i JHa h dW+ f fHO h’(z) dz) (denoted exp(h)) belongs to Lc4). In fact, the 
kernels of exp(h) are given by 
5 h(z,)h(z,) ‘. . h(z,). 
Therefore 
( 
(1 +m)s 
> 
11-2 
= 17 (p(Ho))m(l-2’q) Ipzl(:m < co 
consequently exp(h) E Dg) and 
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Let y be a generalized functional in D(pL for some 1 <p < 2, define the 
r-transform of y as the mapping r,: L4(H,) + @ by 
r,(h) = (Y, exp(h) >, h E L4Wo), (34) 
where p-l + q ~ ’ = 1. In particular, for p = q = 2 the z transform of a 
random variable FE L’(Q) is 
+exp(iSH, hdWf$j h2(z)dz Ho ). 
Notice that in general if y is given as a sequence of kernels 
{ Yo, Yl 7 . ..F Ym ...}, then r,(h) is defined and 
r,(h)= f (i.A.),$jH y,(zl, . . . . z,)h(z,)...h(z,)dz, . ..dz.. (35) 
WI=0 . 0” 
Conversely, given z,(h) for all h in Ly then from r,(lh), as a function of A, 
we can recover SH; y,(t,, . . . . t,)h(z,)...h(z,)dz,, . . . . dz, for all h in Ly. 
Now, replacing h(z) with h,(z) + h,(z) by polarization and using the fact 
that y,(z,, . . . . z,) is symmetric in all its m variables we can recover y,. 
Consequently {r,(h), h E Lq} characterizes y. 
Several properties of ry will be considered now, obviously r,(O) =y, and 
ry( -h) = t,*(h), where * denotes the complex conjugate. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The T transform of a generalized functional y E D ?!, is 
uniformly continuous on bounded sets of the type {h: /hll, < K}. 
Proof: Take h, h’ E Ly(Ho), assume that y E [IDjP) for some real s and 
compute 
IT,(h)-qz’)l= m~o~~-Ymh9 4,)I h(z,)...h(z,)-h’(z,)... 
’ A’(:,,,) idz, -dz,,,l 
(1 +m)“” (p(HO))m”-2’p)‘2 IIymllp 
. (1 +m)-“12(~(Ho))m(1-2/4)/2 
4 
l/q 
ff? 
Ih(z,) .. . h(z,) - h’(z,) .. . h’(z,)l~ 
>> 
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> 
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+-WI; 
Gconst. Ilh-h’l/q 
for all h, h’ such that [/hII,, Ilh’llq<K. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let u = {II;, z E H,} E D1p$ and suppose that for all z 
a.e. p, vZ E Dip) and z,.(h) is n Lp function of z. Then 
T,,(h) = i j 7,&h) h(z) dz. 
Ho 
Proof: Using the integration by parts formula of Section III 
7&) = (h exp(h)) 
= J (vl,Dexp(h)) dz HO 
=I ‘i T,(h)h(z) dz Ho 
=I ‘I q,z(hMz) dz. HO 
We conclude this section with an outline of an alternative approach to 
the derivation of a solution to Eq. (15) via the 7 transform. In order to 
derive from (15) an equation for 7 y,z, we proceed as follows. Let p and q 
satisfyl<pcd/d-l,p-‘+q-‘=l,h~L~,z=(x,t),andcp(x,t)isaC” 
test function with support in the interior of HO. Note that by definition of 7 
7pw y(z)(h) = cp(zb.(z,(h). (36) 
Multiplying (d/i%) Y(z) by q(z) exp(h) integrating over HO and taking 
expectations yields formally 
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and a similar relation with L replacing a/at. From (5.2) we have 
Since E exp(h) = 1, it follows formally from (15), (36)-(38) that 
( > i-L 5 Y(.W)V) = w? t)7Y(.r,r,(h) + Icl(x, t). 
(38) 
(39) 
For every fixed h, Eq. (39) is a non-random partial differential equation 
subject to boundary conditions: 7 y~.y,0@4 = 4.4 and 7ydW =O when- 
ever x E a,4. Set 
s;;,(z)=(ii)‘$s, y,(~~,...,z,,z)h(z,)...h(z,)dz~...dz~...dz,. 
. 0” 
Substituting 7 ,+ ,) = C,“=O P&(z) in (39) and comparing equal powers of 1 
yields that 0’(z) ‘is independent of h and satisfies 
( ) f-L e”(z)=Il/(x, t) 
and for m 2 I 
( > 
$-L e~(z)=ih(z)e;:-yz). (41) 
Therefore e”(z) = ye(z) where ye(z) is as given by (20) and for m 2 1 
KW=i~ HO h(zl)ehl(z,)G,-,,(x,xl) l,,,,,, dx, df, 
and this yields the same result as (21) for the kernels y,. 
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